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SWITZERLAND* S PART IC IPATIQN IN POST-WAR RECONSTRUCTION IN EUROPE.

The war which rages outside the Swiss borders, with its immeasurable suffering,
privation and destraction, sets Switzerland two important tasks: Charitable
^st-aid to war-victims and economic participation in the reconstruction
of devastated lands.

The first task,which is also the most urgent one, is to make available as soon
as possible to the grievously afflicted peoples of Europe,food,medical supplies,
clothing, temporary shelter, etc. If the Swiss people are spared the ravages
of war, they will do their utmost,true to their humanitarian traditions, to
help quickly and generously, A special committee under the chairmanship of the
former Federal Councillor Dr.Wetter,with headquarters in Berne,has been set up
to prepare and carry out this plan.

The second task which is completely different and independent from the first
one, is the economic and financial participation of Switzerland in the
reconstruction of the devastated European countries, and the re-equipment of
factories,etc. Switzerland is also keen to share in this work, which is of a
commercial nature in contrast to the above mentioned humanitarian activities.
The "Swiss Committee for Economic Participation in the Post-War Reconstruction
of Europe" which was founded in the autumn of 1943» has made preliminary
investigations regarding the extent to which Swiss industry and trade, with the
assistance of the Swiss Government, would be able to contribute to the
solution of this task. The Committee proposes to co-ordinate and further the
various private efforts in this direction. For this purpose it is planned to
establish a centra), office to act as connecting link between Swiss producers,
enterprises and technicians, and the different foreign countries. This central
office will work on a non-profitmaking basise The participation of Switzerland

in post-war reconstruction will at the same time further her own exports and
so keep Swiss economic life going and prevent unemployment in tho post-war
period. The Committee, whose activities have the approval of tho Swiss Federal
authorities,includes among its members well known personalities from the realm
of industry and trade, technics and finance, as well as from different Federal
Ministries. Its headquarters arc in Baden,Switzorland.

THE 1944 RI7SSO-SWISS AFFAIR.

In connection with the Russo-Swiss affair that is stirring up so much dust all
reports published so far have been telling us part of the story only; even that
part has not always been accurate. There wore several incidents that can bo

briefly stated as follows:



2.

In 1917,when the -BoXeh^viirgHwjic power, the Swiss Legation at the former capital
of Petonshurgh was sacked "by the revolutionary mob. The Swiss protested but no
indemnity was ever paid nor was an apology offered by the Russian Government.

In 1918,at the timo of the armistice and of the general strike that had boon
proclaimed in Switzerland by left extremists of the world revolutionary typo,
when the Swiss army had to be mobilized, a Russian mission in Berne,that had
been rightly or wrongly accused of fostering the trouble,was arrested by the
army authorities -and expelled. That ended the semi-semblance of diplomatic
relations that had existed between the Swiss and the Soviet Governments.
During the period of the general strike a violent flu epidemic broke out amongst
the troops; whole units had to bo hospitalized and hundreds of the boys died.
This very unfortunate fact had a profound influence on Swiss public opinion;
in conjunction with the 1917 affair it so alienated Swiss sympathy from the
Russian regime that,even if the Government had wish©d,?it could not for many

years have re-established diplomatic relations with Russia. Public opinion
against such a move would have been too strong.

In 1923 Worowsky,a Russian delegate to an International. Conference,not accredited
to the Swiss Government and for whose safety no Roderai or Cantonal authority
could be made responsible,was shot in a hotel at Lausanne by one Conradi,a
White Russian,whose ancostors had come from Switzerland some three generations
back. In accordance with the laws of the Canton of Valid Conradi was tried by a
jury and, as might havo happened any country,ho was acquitted, It was not a
reactionary tribunal and it was nou a miscarriage of justice that gave Conradi
his liberty. He should have boon condemned for manslaughter but popular
sentiment and resentment freed him. It was that VOX P0P0LI-V0X DSI looked upon
by so many people as the very essence of democracy that did it. Had Conradi been
tried in his homo Canton,the Grisons,that does not have trial by jury,the
Cantonal Tribunal at Coire (a body of clocted professional judges) would most
decidedly have condemned him to a long term in jail»just as it condemned years
later a young student named frankfurter for the slaying of Nazi Gauleiter
Gustloff. A jury on the other hand might have freed frankfurter as it freed
Conradi,for public opinion was just as anti-r.azi as it had been anti-bolshevik.

With reference to the question of re-establishing diplomatic relations between
Switzerland and Russia, lot us by all means be open-minded and realistic, and
let us wish and work for the resumption of normal relations. However, lot us
koep our dignity too. Tho Swiss Government acted all through in a correct way
and it need not be criticized, the least by Swiss Colonies or individuals
abroad thob do not cvon know the facts. Neither does the Government havo to
apologize. My observation has been.that tho Russians themselves are very
realistic and coolhoaded; I believe they wore amongst the first to have
diplomatic relations with tho Mussolini regime and they also were the first to
recognize the new Italion Government headed by the Zing and Badoglio, at a
time when the U. S„ and tho British Governments seemed to be hesitant. If the
grief is that Switzerland suppressed communist groups and their papers in this
conflict lot the Russians remember that other Great Democracies acted in a
similar manner and, incidentally let them tell us how Switzerland coxild
possibly have suppressed the nazi groups and their press without applying the
same rule to 'the extremists of the left.
Switzerland has a better record than the Russians themselves in persistently
comdomning faseist aggression. The geographic position of tho country not less
than tradition made it necessary for tho Government to have correct relations
with all other countries. It is more than a "businesslike policy" of
recognising other States,regardless of their domestic regimes, as the Russians
now call their fundamental principle of foreign policy, and it qualifies tho
Swiss Government to discuss questions of recognition on a basis of equality and
of mutual respect.

The incidents of a generation ago are forgotten,the war itself brought about a
re-grouping and re-orientation, the very idea of communist regimes has undergone
profound changes and does not havo to scare us as it did in 1917» Switzerland
has shown its willingness to go along; I do not believe that Russia has any bona
fide reasons to stand back or to be untrue to its own proclaimed principles.
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